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Introduction

Welcome to ReVillage! We are thrilled to have you and your child join our community

and are looking forward to supporting your journey with us, the best way we can.

ReVillage is a non-profit, play-based childcare co-operative (parents / caregivers are

involved in the program which creates a strong community, high quality, affordable

child care option) hosted at the First Presbyterian nursery. We currently meet Monday

- Friday from 8:45AM to 5:45PM. Our 2-5 year old classroom is designed to

encourage purposeful play where our lead facilitators guide children through age -

appropriate learning experiences that prepare them with the knowledge they need to

be confident as they grow. Our lead facilitators are supported daily by 1-2 participating

parents / caregivers that are a part of the ReVillage program. These parents /

caregivers are considered facilitator’s aides and are trained and qualified while acting

as a support staff helping the lead facilitator  with play based learning and exploring.

Our Vision

Our greatest hope is for families and children to radically flourish and experience

wholeness in every area of their lives. With each adult having their own wisdom and set

of talents, we encourage the sharing of those gifts through play based learning. The
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gifts of the community create good for the community. We offer full time childcare for

families with children ages 24 months to 5 years old while providing a gentle, loving

and enriching environment. Through this program we seek to provide affordable,

high-quality child care while  cultivating a community that feeds the whole family in

body, mind, and spirit. We are sustained and thrive through relationships, financial

giving and time/resource sharing - childcare, cleaning, skill offering.

Philosophy of Learning

ReVillage’s philosophy is built upon an image of children as curious and creative

members of our society. We have the understanding that children learn through their

time in play. We honor each child’s right to have a voice, to be heard, to feel, to try

again and again, to develop relationships, to have ownership over themselves and the

right to be in a caring, supportive environment. Our classroom community serves as a

safe and secure environment for children to develop a sense of belonging. We allow

children to act creatively and independently in play experiences daily. We strive to

maintain an environment conducive to uninhibited play. In accordance with our

foundational belief in play, we consciously choose to avoid direct academic instruction

and prioritize play and exploration every day.

We strive for inclusivity for all children by recognizing racial, ethinic and cultural

diversity and seeking to accommodate children with all abilities.

Relationships

ReVillage desires to build a community of vibrant relationships that provide children

with a strong trusting model of social inclusion and participation. It is important that the
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children realize they are a connected, important part of the co-op family. Relationships

will be strengthened by open communication and respectful dialogue. ReVillage will

continue building on the power and presence of family within the daily life of the center.

We recognize parents / caregivers as the child’s first and most important teacher and

seek their advice, collaboration and participation as we facilitate their child’s education.

We are creating a different type of school than the standard American daycare. We are

a place for families to come together as part of a community and for children to have a

safe and supportive environment to immerse themselves in the joys of childhood while

having parents / caregivers alongside one another.

Co-Oping

ReVillage began as a parent / caregiver -led co-op. Now, as a full time program, we are

a “co-op lite” with both paid facilitators  & daily parent / caregiver participation.

Co-oping allows the parent / caregiver to be involved in their children’s care on a

regular basis. By working in the classroom, family members, immediate and extended,

contribute their special skills to our community, opening a completely new range of

expertise to the children. Any skill that a parent / caregiver or extended family member

has that will benefit the center is always welcome. Working in the classroom, reading a

story to your child and some of her/his friends lets your child know that the co-op is an

extension of their own family home. The co-oping parents’ own parenting skills are

enhanced through the observation of the diverse caregiving styles of the other parents

and staff. By playing and working at the co-op, parents / caregivers know their child’s

facilitators and daily life. Parents / caregivers, children and staff all share a sense of

empowerment through participation. Each voice is valued.

Commitment Details

Families are asked to commit to a minimum 3-month participation with a set, 8 hours a

month of “giving” childcare, as well as a mandatory monthly meeting, which will be
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offered outside of working hours so parents/caregivers are able to attend. Parents /

caregivers co-op by giving an agreed upon 8 hours of time in the center per month.

They are considered “facilitator aides.” These 8 hours a month can look differently for

each family. Families will be scheduled for two 4 hour shifts each month, from 8:45am

to 12:45pm. We realize that some families have daily tasks that make it challenging to

give 8 hours at the center. In these situations, families ask grandparents, aunts and

other relatives to become a part of our trained program to be able to give time in lieu of

the parent / caregiver. All parents and caregivers that are “giving” time must complete a

background check, CPR & First Aid training, other mandatory safety training and a day

of orientation prior to starting the program.

If parents / caregivers aren’t able to make their shift due to sickness or emergency,

they will contact the ReVillage facilitators immediately. Parent / caregiver participation

is integral to our program. If missed shifts continue to occur outside of emergencies

from participating adults, this will lead to non-compliance with state ratios and

guidelines and will result in closing the center for the day. Each parent / caregiver will

be required to pick up their child immediately if at any point ReVillage is out of

compliance with the child to adult ratios.

Family Engagement

Families are invited to our monthly ReVillage meeting held once a month. This will be

held in person at the center. This is important for all members to participate. Meetings

will be a place to discuss child development topics and centered around play based

learning.  Certain months, we will use our monthly meeting as a potluck and each

family will be invited to bring a dish to share.
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Tuition

Families make monthly payments of $350 dollars. These payments are made by the

15th of each month. Payments may be made by cash or check. Regardless of how

many hours a child attends ReVillage, the tuition will remain the same for each month.

Child Care Center Environment

“if there is no choice, it is not play”

-Lisa Murphy

Aides, facilitators  and staff are controlling the environment, not the child. Aides &

facilitators  work to maintain, promote and develop a nurturing, play based

environment that contributes to each child’s:

Social / Emotional Development

We provide a safe and secure environment where participation and learning can

happen at each child’s unique social developmental level. Our focus on supporting

social/emotional development is less focused on correcting and more focused on

modeling and supporting.

“At the core of social/emotional development is empathy. Remember, empathy is

developmental.”

em·pa·thy
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/ˈempəTHē/

noun: empathy

 the ability to understand and share the feelings of another.

● Children of preschool age are developing this ability. We absolutely desire that

they develop empathy, but forcing socially expected empathetic words does not

foster this development. Based on this understanding, some of our practices are

outside of the social norm, and we hope to assist parents / caregivers in

progressing along with us in that regard.

● We do not ask children to say “I’m sorry,” and we ask that you do the same. If

you tell your child to apologize to someone, you are essentially encouraging

them to speak an untruth. The fact of the matter is, your child may very well not

be sorry, and you telling them to say that they are will not make them sorry. In

other words, you can make your child say the words “I’m sorry.” but you can not

make them mean the words. Do not attempt to force feelings of remorse on a

child by demanding “I’m sorry.”

● We do not force children to share, and we ask that you don’t either. Again, you

could potentially force sharing, but this does not create empathy in the child,

which is at the root of the practice of sharing. Unfortunately when a child is

forced to share, the trusted grown up is forcing the child to have something

taken from them. This is not instilling generosity. Forced sharing tends to

communicate to the child “the world can take what it wants from you when it

wants it.” In turn we see this play out as children who feel they have a right to

take what they want from others (the child thinks “because children are

expected to share...she must share with me”). We end up with entitlement

instead of generosity.
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● The social aspect of play helps children build friendships and learn how to

cooperate and work together. It offers opportunities for them to learn to resolve

conflict.

● We guide children through conflicts over mutually desired items, spaces, etc. by

encouraging independent expression of desire for them and encourage it to be

played out through child-directed turn taking.

“Let me know when you’re done with the _____.”

“Let me know when I can join you in _______.”

“I’ll let you know when I’m done with it.”

“We will let you know when we are ready for you to come in.”

-Adapted from Bloom Children’s Center

● Playing with others also helps children establish a sense of self. They can initiate

play and make decisions, which empowers them to become confident and

motivated learners.

● Creating art in a play-based learning environment exposes children to process

vs product-focused art. Process-focused art experiences have no rules and no

examples to guide the children. There is no right or wrong way to create.

Meanwhile, product-focused art is based on instructions and guided by

examples the facilitator makes. In this type of art, there is a ‘right’ and ‘wrong’

way to create. Process focused art benefits children by allowing them to express

their feelings or ideas the way they want to and they feel successful no matter

what they make.

Motor Development

● Motor skills development refers to how a child uses their body. Through play,

children build muscle mass and coordination, explore different tactile

experiences, and get a healthy amount of exercise.
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● Children are provided long periods of uninterrupted free time to explore their

environment inside and out while using their whole body and all of their senses.

● Art and play expose children to different tactile experiences. They learn about

the feeling of wooden blocks, soft plush toys, wet paint, and more.

● Children build muscle mass and coordination as they practice how they can

jump, climb, swing, run, throw, squeeze, grasp, build, arrange, spin, dance, and

move during uninterrupted play.

● Aides can observe children immersed in motor development and provide more

opportunities to continue exploration.

● Some incidents will occur while children continue to develop motor skills that we

adults may think of as not so great. This could include throwing hard objects.

While we don’t want to tell a child they cannot throw because that would be

developmentally inappropriate, aides and facilitators can provide a different

opportunity to throw such as balls outside, beanbags inside, pillows, etc.

Remember, the adults are controlling the environment, not the children.

Cognitive Development

● Cognitive development is a child’s growing ability to use their intellect to process

information. It includes problem-solving, language learning, and the

interpretation of sensations.

● When children play, they use their imagination. Imagination is all about symbols:

a laundry basket symbolizes a car, a stick symbolizes a fishing rod, and so on.

Understanding symbols is key to reading and writing, as letters are symbols. The

same goes for mathematical concepts and numbers.

● During dramatic play, children use language to talk to each other. They represent

and act out stories, practicing their language and storytelling skills.
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● Children develop an elementary understanding of scientific concepts as they

learn how the world around them works. For example, what happens when you

stack one block on top of another or what the feathers of a bird feel like.

● Aides and facilitators  will support cognitive development by providing space

and invitations to play that engages the child’s whole brain.

How do you know if it’s play based learning?

Play-based learning is a type of early childhood education based on child-led and

open-ended play. It is child-centered. Play itself is a voluntary, enjoyable activity with

no purpose or end goal. Play-based learning helps children develop social skills,

motivation to learn, and even language and numeracy skills. Taking initiative, focused

attention, and curiosity about the world are all a part of play.

Elements of play based learning include:

● Self chosen: A child voluntarily chooses to play, how they’ll play, and for

how long. An adult may initiate play insofar as he or she invites or suggests

play but the child determines the rest.

● Enjoyable: Play is enjoyable for the child. This emotional aspect is

important. There may be some frustrations or disagreements during play but

overall it’s pleasurable.

● Unstructured: A child has ample time to explore and discover during play.

They’re directed by their own interests, not by any prescribed rules or plans.

● Process-oriented: There is no end or learning goal. Instead, it’s the process

of play that’s important.

● Make believe: Play often involves imagination, ‘make believe,’ or ‘playing

pretend.’
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Facilitator & Aide Role

As a facilitator within a child-centered environment, the adult’s job is to set the stage

and then step aside while still paying attention.

Everyday, the facilitator will

1. Provide children with long periods of uninterrupted free time to explore their

environment

2. Ensure that each child will have time outside

3. Set up the room so that children will have access to all of the centers / areas in

their classroom. This includes but is not limited to blocks, art materials, easels,

books, puzzles, sensory tubs, music, writing tools, playdough, dress-up,

manipulatives and loose parts with very few restrictions.

4. Control the environment, not the child

5. Provide opportunities for each child to create, move, sing, discuss, observe,

read, and play each and every day.

During this time, a facilitator or an aide can be with a small group (of interested kiddos)

learning how to tie shoes, reading a book, navigating peer interactions, etc.

The facilitator will usually be the one “setting the stage” for the day while the aide will

be present and attentive to all children while observing them immersed in play and can

assist when needed.

Facilitator & Aide Role Cont.

“Things we need to break up with”

(adapted from Lisa Murphy On Being Child-Centered)

● 20 minute time blocks
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Children need more time to explore their environment until they choose to be

finished (sometimes this looks like a full hour on one task). When we take this

valuable time away from children, we deprive them of the opportunity to master

their unique developmental skills.

● Asking fake questions

A fake question would be “are you all ready to go inside now?” The answer

would most certainly be a resounding “no!” If it is in fact time to go inside after a

long outdoor period, we will let the children know… “it is time to go inside.”

● Lifting children to equipment

In order to keep children “safe” adults have a strong urge to lift children up to

equipment.  Needing to be placed or lifted up to the equipment means it’s

probably too big for the child. When children get lifted to equipment, they start

to think they can do the activity on their own which is a false sense of security if

they are in fact, not ready for that height or piece of equipment yet.

● Telling kids what we don’t want them to do

The negative words “no,” “don’t,” “stop” and many others like them only tell

children what not to do, without really getting the point across. We want to tell

them that we see them, hear them, and that we are here to help. We want to

connect with them. This is called attunement.

Attunement: Attunement is being aware of, and responsive to, another. How

does your child feel? What are they needing? Take a break from saying “no.”

Instead, connect with the child. Let them feel heard and loved.

Here are just a few examples.

“I see how frustrated you were when you hit your friend, but people are not for

hurting. If you feel the need to hit something, let’s find some pillows that we can

hit instead.”
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“I can see that you’re really wanting to bite something right now. Let’s find

something we can bite... like an apple!”

“I see that you’re wanting to throw blocks. Let’s throw something that won’t hurt

people. Beanbags? Balls outside?”

● Making moral issues out of developmental ones

Toddlers bite, throw, yell, run. This is all a part of their development. Most times,

biting another child is a development sign, not a moral one. We want to make

sure not to shame or make either party involved feel a certain way. We refrain

from “friends don’t bite.. and.. would you want me to do that to you?” We can

just reframe it and focus on the verb. We see the behavior without the moral

lens. Reframing would look like “I see that you need to bite, let’s find something

you can bite” while also ensuring that the child who was bitten is okay and has

what they need.

Guidance of Behavior Policy

While toddlers and preschoolers are developing, we will see some unwanted behaviors

come up. The behaviors may look “unwanted” to us but a child wanting to bite, throw,

yell, or run is all a part of their development. It’s important to ensure that although it’s

totally typical for a child to be exhibiting this behavior, we want to make sure it’s not

hurting anyone. We do not tolerate hurtful or harmful behavior. “People are not for

hurting” is our one rule. While staying attuned to each child’s development, sometimes

we can anticipate a behavior and plan accordingly before a conflict arises. Other times,

staff work as guides to listen, acknowledge, problem solve, and support each child

through the conflict resolution process.

1. We help the children in our program identify and adhere to clear boundaries set

by each other.

2. We do not apply punitive discipline (positive or negative) in response to any

child’s behavior.
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3. We keep the moral issues out of developmental ones. We don’t say “how would

you like that?” if the situation doesn’t call for that.

4. We believe that any and all behaviors and conflicts must be approached as

problems with the potential to be solved. Our role as adults is to support

children in finding a solution to each problem. Said solution must be one that

each party involved in the conflict finds to be reasonable.

5. We work diligently to diffuse emotionally charged conflict among children.

6. We want our children to become well-versed at using voice and at hearing

another person’s voice and honoring it.

Daily Rhythm
8:45 AM - Center Opens

Children play indoors and out (with materials including but not limited to

blocks, art materials, easels, books & stories, puzzles, sensory tubs,

music, writing tools, playdough and clay, dress-up, manipulatives, loose

parts, obstacle courses, sand and water, and large-motor equipment that

encourages climbing, throwing, running, and swinging)

Snack time is offered throughout the day as children are hungry.

Lunch and rest times are provided in the middle of the day, but if someone

is sleepy at another time, we are accommodating.

Children continue their indoor and outdoor play

5:45 PM - Center Closes, See you tomorrow!
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● Operating hours are from 8:45am - 5:45pm each day with aftercare beginning at

4:45pm until 5:45pm.

● Children will each have a different rhythm for eating, napping, and playing. We

will be attuned to the needs of each child and support each need however it flows

throughout the day.

● Circle time is an invitation for songs, sharing of any news, fingerplays, and a

couple of stories. Circle time is optional for all children.

● Please ensure that your child comes to the center with appropriate clothes to be

comfortable outside based on that day’s forecast.

● Each day, children will be encourage to *PLAY* through these 6 outlets.

1. Create

2. Move

3. Sing

4. Discuss

5. Observe

6. Read

Quiet Time
1. Each child will be given the opportunity to rest on their mat each day. This mat

will be placed on the floor, with two feet distance between other children that

are placed head to toe.

2. The lighting will be dimmed / off with soft, soothing music playing. For the

children not napping, they will be invited to bring a few books or quiet bins to

their mats for quiet time that will last from 30 minutes to 2 hours depending on

the child.  We will never force a child to lay down or sleep.

3. Each child can bring one blanket, one small pillow and one sleep lovely.
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4. Mats will be covered by a center provided fitted sheet that will be stored in each

child’s individual cubby. These fitted sheets will be laundered at the end of each

week by a ReVillage staff member unless needed sooner.

5. After quiet time is over, mats will quickly be disinfected with prepared

disinfectant spray then stored back into the closet.

Recording Keeping

1. Using the HiMama management software, ReVillage staff & members will use the

classroom tablet (or personal cell-phone) to check in/out children, visitors, staff & adults

in center. This log will include:

2. - Child name

3. - Adult name(s) completing drop-off and pick-up (no signature is required)

4. - Arrival and departure date and times

5. - Name of any staff or person coming in contact with a stable group, arrival and

departure date and times.

6. - Daily health checks on all children, staff, and any person coming into the

program (only pass/fail required).

Food and Nutrition

1. Each family will bring their own lunch and snacks for their child daily. Milk will be

provided for each child at the center.

2. Each family will bring a water bottle for their child every day.

3. There will not be “family style meals.”

4. Members will wash their hands before and after assisting children with eating.

5. Members will closely supervise all mealtimes to prevent children from sharing

and/or touching each other’s food.
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6. We will allow breastfeeding parents / caregivers or those whose children have

special feeding needs to enter the program for the purposes of feeding.

7. We will discontinue use of drinking fountains except for filling other containers

such as water bottles.

8. All cold items and drinks (pumped milk for the day) can be placed in the fridge

with the child’s name labeled on each item.

Arrival and Departure Procedures

Regular Day 8:45am - 5:45pm

● Parents / Caregivers will drop off their children no earlier than 8:45am and pick

up their child no later than 5:45pm.

● Parents / Caregivers will be asked to bring their child into the Heritage Hall doors

(signs are posted) where they will be greeted by a ReVillage staff member in the

hallway at the center doorway (not coming into the center itself), checking each

child in and conducting the daily health screening. Each child should only have

one parent / caregiver coming into the heritage hall hallway and the adult should

be masked.

● For pick up, parents / caregivers will return to the center. They will be asked to

drive to the lower lot where children will be playing in our outdoor area. Parents

will come to the gate where they will be met with a ReVillage staff member for

signing their child out. Each child will only be dismissed to a verified adult

previously authorized for pick up.
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● During COVID, Parents will not be allowed to enter the playground fenced area

while picking their child up at the playground gate from a ReVillage staff

member.

Diaper Changing Procedure

1. Prepare: Cover the diaper changing surface with disposable liner. If you will use

diaper cream, dispense it onto a tissue now. Bring your supplies (e.g., clean

diaper, wipes, diaper cream, gloves, plastic or waterproof bag for soiled

clothing, extra clothes) to the diapering area.

2. Clean Child: Place the child on the changing table surface and unfasten diaper.

Clean the child’s diaper area with disposable wipes. Always wipe front to back!

Keep soiled diaper/clothing away from any surfaces that cannot be easily

cleaned. Securely bag soiled clothing.

3. Remove Trash: Place used wipes in the soiled diaper. Discard the soiled diaper

and wipes in the trash can. Remove and discard gloves, if used.

4. Replace Diaper: Slide a fresh diaper under the child. Apply diaper cream, if

needed, with a tissue or a freshly gloved finger. Fasten the diaper and dress the

child.

5. Wash the child's hands.

6. Clean Up: Remove liner from the changing surface and discard in the trash can.

Wipe up any visible soil with damp paper towels or a baby wipe. Wet the entire

surface with disinfectant; make sure you read and follow the directions on the

disinfecting spray, fluid or wipe. Choose disinfectant appropriate for the surface

material.

7. Wash your hands.

8. Disinfect diaper changing table.
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Toilet Training
Toilet training is an exciting milestone, but we as grown ups must be careful that it does

not become a challenging/stressful transition for the child.

Until the child has taken on toileting independently, we will provide wipes and diapers

for your child here at school. If your child occasionally needs a diaper cream, we will

provide it after having a conversation of what brand is needed and how often.

For the children that are learning to use the toilet, they are encouraged to use the

toddler sized potty in the classroom independently with a staff member in close

proximity. The staff will continue to monitor the child who is using the potty to assess

the situation and see if help is needed for buttoning, zipping, or pulling pants down or

up. In the case where an accident has occurred, staff will prepare the changing table

with extra clothes, diapers, ect. and bring the child to the changing table to be changed

and cleaned.

Facilitator & Aide Training & Orientation
Prior to starting, all facilitators and aides will complete and register for the central

background registry at no cost to them. They will also have an orientation, meet the

lead facilitators and staff, and be asked to complete each training online within the

required time frame.

Parents / Caregivers / Aides

Aide I shall: (a) Be at least 15 years of age; (b) Be directly supervised, i.e., within sight

and sound of a staff person who meets at least  the qualifications of a facilitator; (c)

Have current certification in first aid and pediatric CPR within 90 days of employment.

(d) Have completed a minimum of 2 hours of training on recognizing and reporting child

abuse and neglect that is specific to Oregon law within 30 days of employment; (e)

Have completed OCC approved health and safety training within 30 days of
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employment. (f) If caring for infants, completed OCC approved safe sleep training

within 30 days of  employment

Facilitator

Facilitator (1) For each group of children, a person shall be designated as the facilitator.

This person shall: (a) Be at least 18 years of age; (b) Be responsible for and supervise a

designated group of children; and (c) Supervise the activities of an aide assigned to

his/her group. (2) A facilitator shall meet the qualification requirements in order to

facilitate. (3) Facilitators must have completed OCC approved health and safety

training. (4) If caring for infants, the facilitator must have completed OCC approved safe

sleep training.

Scheduling Policy & Ratios

● Each parent / caregiver providing childcare for the day must arrive at their

agreed upon time.

● There will be a HiMama calendar that is accessible for all participating families of

set times they can choose to give childcare.

● A ratio of 1 adult for every 5 children will be maintained at all times to ensure

safe supervision of all children.

● Only pre-screened and pre-approved aides will be allowed in the nursery. 

● If you are unable to work your scheduled day for non sickness or emergency

reasons, please contact another participating parent / caregiver in the program

to see if they would be able to cover your “shift.” If you are unable to find a

replacement for your shift, please contact the ReVillage head facilitator as soon

as possible.
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Incident Reports

● Child Incident Reports are to be completed for any accident, injury or medical

emergency that leaves a visible mark or if first aid has been administered, even

when medical treatment is not required.

● The incident reports are kept in the safety out binder

● After caring for the child(ren) involved, please fill out an incident report as

accurately as possible, whether first aid was necessary or not.

● When the parent / caregiver comes for pick up, show them the incident report

and explain what happened, having them sign the bottom of the page. This

report will be kept on file.

● A first aid kit will be kept in the toddler nursery along with a basic first aid sheet

and Infant CPR sheet attached.

Minor Injuries or Illness

● First aid supplies should be available in the center for minor accidents. Use only

ice, cold water compresses, and bandages as children may have allergies to

Neosporin or other ointments. The parent / caregiver of the injured child should

be told of the incident when they come for their child and an incident report

should be filled out.

● If a child becomes ill while in the nursery, a parent / caregiver aide should

remove the sick child from proximity to other children, while keeping him/her
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within sight and hearing distance of an adult. One aide should notify the parent/

caregiver.

Emergencies

● If there is a life-threatening emergency, we will call 911 immediately (911 will be

called prior to calling a parent / guardian).

● We will contact both the parent / caregiver and the director as soon as possible.

● We will keep the affected child(ren), as well as the other children in the room as

safe as possible.

Fire

● In case of a fire, please quickly gather children and proceed to the nearest exit

(as posted on wall), gathering in the parking lot.

● There will be a fire drill held monthly.

Social Media

Adults participating at ReVillage are prohibited to take, post, or share photos of

children and other other adults at the center.

Reporting Suspected Child Abuse

1. Reported suspected child abuse by calling 1-855-503-SAFE (7233). The Oregon

Child Abuse Hotline is available 24/7. All staff (and family members “giving

time” as an Aide 1”) are mandated reporters.

The ReVillage Coordinator or director is responsible for the proper recording and

reporting of all incidents to the Director of Children and Family at First Presbyterian.

ReVillage Head Facilitator: Joslyn Walker ReVillagebend@gmail.com
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ReVillage director: Becca Ellis bellis@bendfp.org

Holidays Observed and Dates of Closure 2021

Monday, May 31st, 2021

Monday, July 5th, 2021

Monday, November 22nd - Friday, November 26th 2021

Monday, December 20th - Friday, December 24th 2021

Friday, December 31st, 2021

COVID Updates

Daily Expectations at the Center

Daily Health Check

1. ReVillage members will conduct a daily health check for any children and

parents / caregivers coming into the program. This is a quick verbal

questionnaire asking about COVID signs and symptoms. If an adult or child has

a temperature of 100.4 Fahrenheit or over, they must be excluded.
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2. A ReVillage member will document that a daily health check was completed on

every person entering and make note of answers in the HiMama app for each

child and staff member.

PPE for Children and Adults

1. ReVillage members will require parents & caregiving adults at the center to wear

a fitted face mask.  Masks can be removed when outside the center, on the

playground.

2. ReVillage members will allow a child between two years and Kindergarten to

wear a face covering, if: requested by the parent/guardian, the face covering

fits the child’s face measurements, and the child is able to remove the mask

themselves without assistance.

3. ReVillage members will ensure children under two never wear a face shield or

face covering.

4. ReVillage members will ensure that their face coverings are washed daily or a

new face covering to be worn daily.

Daily Activities Adapted for COVID

1. For napping, ReVillage members will maintain at least 36 inches between mats,

beds, or cots and sleep head-to-toe

2. Members will limit sharing materials and toys between children during an

activity. If sharing occurs, children must wash their hands with soap and water

or use hand sanitizer at the end of the activity and prior to starting a new activity.

Handwashing and General Hygiene
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1. ReVillage members and children will wash hands for at least 20 seconds

a. Before and after eating, preparing food, and or bottle preparation.

b. Before and after administering medication.

c. After toileting or assisting with toileting.

d. Before and after diapering.

e. After wiping a nose, coughing, or sneezing.* After coming in from outside.

f. * Upon entering and leaving the child care facility.*

g. * After sharing toys, learning materials, etc.*

Cleaning and Building Maintenance

1. ReVillage facilitators will try to increase circulation of outdoor air as much as

possible by opening windows and doors.

2. Members will wear gloves when cleaning and disinfecting surfaces.

3. Members will keep all disinfectants locked up. Keep hand sanitizers out of the

reach of children.

Responding to Possible and Confirmed Cases of

COVID 19
1. ReVillage members will communicate with First Presbyterian, in coordination

with local public health authorities and with all families and other individuals who

have been in the facility in the past 14 days about the confirmed case.

2. ReVillage members will ensure, in the event of a confirmed case of COVID-19 in

a facility, all children and staff in the group–and anyone who came in contact

with the group–do not come to the program and are informed about the need to

be quarantined at home for 10- 14 days.

3. Decisions about required closure will be made in conjunction with ELD staff and

the local public health authority.
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COVID-19 Health and Safety Plan
See separate “COVID-19 Health and Safety Plan” document.

Thank you!

Thank you for reading through this.

We appreciate you and are grateful that you have chosen to be a part of our ReVillage
family community!

Enrollment Steps
1. Fill out google enrollment form for both participating adults and your child (found

on our website)

2. Read family handbook & sign family commitment page and bring to --->

3. A meet and greet / orientation with the ReVillage staff to answer any questions

and have a look at the center. Fill out a central background registry (if giving

time).

4. Fill out registration paperwork & provide immunization records OR opting out

paperwork

5. Once cleared with your CBR letter you will be added to the giving time calendar.

6. Your child begins attending the center

7. Finish all online training within the timeframe provided
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